
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pó de estrelas (Stardust) 
24mn   color & b/w   stereo   2007   Spain 
by Alberte Pagán 
self-production 
self-distribution 
Pó de estrelas is a History of the Universe. Hundreds of stories are born among its 
images and its voices. From the microscopic birth of life till the final macroscopics. 
Space litter orbits around the Earth in the last shot. Its length is the amount of time you 
need to have a coffee, smoke a cigarette and read the paper at the bar of the café, while 
the frivolity of the TV ads blasts your ears. But the Universe trembles when we take the 
sound off the publicity and add it to the terrible photographes from the newspaper. Pó 
de estrelas is a critique of the Society of the Spectacle... 
ref : H08086 
ref inscription : 08184 

 
Puílha 17 janeiro 2010 15:33h 
15mn16   color   stereo   2010   Spain 
by Alberte Pagán 
self-production 
self-distribution 
Thesis, antithesis and synthesis. Image: Haunted House. Past and presente. Passed life 
in present ruins. Time travel. Reversed time line. Simultaneity of opposing 
temporalities. Sound : A house haunted by its past. Outside and inside. First section : 
outside sound with negative temporality and image with positive temporality. Second 
section : outside sound with positive temporality and image with negative temporality. 
Third section: inside sound with simultaneous opposing temporalities and image with 
simultaneous opposing temporalities.  
ref : J07108 
ref inscription : 10172 



 

Eclipse 
24mn   color   stereo   2010   Spain 
by Alberte Pagán 
self-production 
self-distribution 
Time passes. Life flows. Nature completes a cycle of life and death. Eve and Adam 
correct the myth of the tree of knowledge: the forbidden fruit makes them wise. 
Baroque symphony of light and colour. There is no digital manipulation: all the effects 
are created analogically by the camera. 
ref : K05041 
ref inscription : 11110 
 

Faustino 1936 
6mn   color   sil   2010   Spain 
by Alberte Pagán 
self-production 
self-distribution 
Faustino is not in the photograph but is the reason for the photograph. Faustino 
emigrates to Argentina. He will get married, have children, lose his wife, be murdered. 
Faustino asks his family for a photograph. The only extant photograph of the whole 
family. Except for Faustino. 
ref : K05047 
ref inscription : 11106 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 


